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Introduction
Respect Myself was a project that aimed to encourage Chesterton Community College pupils to join
forces and get involved with the Hip Hop organisation, SIN Cru. Through a series of taster sessions
we attempted to inspire Chesterton pupils inviting them to join SIN Cru classes and projects, offering
them something new and unfamiliar. Throughout the project a clear bond between Chesterton and SIN
Cru was set in place creating a new relationship, introducing new networks and participants.

How the small grant has been used
The Small Grants Seed Funding awarded for our new Respect Myself project allowed us to partner
with Chesterton Community College to deliver dance and wellness sessions. The majority of the
project ran during the summer term, with some Arts Awards activity being extended in to the autumn,
and spring term. The grant funded a young project worker to steer Respect Myself with guidance
from SIN Cru's Artistic Director, members of the Board of Trustees, and a member of the senior
teaching staff at Chesterton Community College. The young project worker managed a team of youth
volunteers to coordinate, market, and administer two education and access courses, with support from
Chesterton Community College's Head of PE. They worked with local dance artists and wellness
practitioners to devise the course content - Bboy dance technique aimed at, but not exclusive to, KS3
boys; and body conditioning yoga aimed at, but again not exclusive to, KS4 girls. We also delivered
eight taster sessions during regular PE classes, two for each year groups 7-10. Having a presence in
the school meant that we were able to reach all families of school attendees, regardless of background
including young people and families who are marginalised. SIN Cru's Artistic Director also offered
after school yoga for Chesterton staff members, and helped write a good practise fundraising
presentation for Chesterton's senior management team.

The young project worker and her team of youth volunteers worked with local design and illustration
concept, NonSINthetik on creating a promotional sticker and posters to publicise project information.
They also took responsibility for maintaining the SIN Cru social media accounts with project
commentary. Respect Myself gave the young people involved the opportunity to be decision makers
which gave them a sense of ownership and investment into the project. They were able to gain
insight into the responsibilities that they have for themselves, each other, and the project, and how that
extends to their families and the wider community. The fund also paid for updated DBS for the
young project worker and all key artists. We were able to buy portable lighting which was researched
and chosen by the young people to be suitable and hard wearing enough for this project and as a
future investment. One of the youth volunteers secured grass roots endorsement from an ethical
London-based clothing company. The discount they gave us allowed our costume budget to stretch
further, which also enabled a small run of tshirts designed and customised by some of the participants.

Respect Myself officially culminated in three public showcases with choreography from the project
artists performed by the participants and members of the youth volunteers, a new musical composition
from Chesterton Community College's Sonic PI club, and video projections. The showcase was titled
7,295 Silent Steps and presented in partnership with Chesterton Community College at Chesterton; at
one of it's feeder schools, Arbury Primary School; and in association with Changing Spaces at Unit 7
in the Grafton Centre. The actual final culmination of the Respect Myself project happened nine

months later with the Arts Awards submissions from the project being returned graded by the external
Trinity College of London moderator. The Arts Award delivery side of the Respect Myself project
was extended into the autumn term to allow the young people involved more devoted time developing
their portfolios. With the grant we were able to support their personal strands of research into their
chosen topics including attending a dance event in Newcastle, and a screening in London as part of
the BFI Film Festival. All of the young people involved in Respect Myself who successfully
completed their Arts Award portfolios, passed, which has been a massive boost to their self esteem
and personal feelings of strength and positivity.

The extent to which the anticipated outcomes and impact of the project are being / have
been met
Outcomes
In order to set Respect Myself in motion we had to gather a positive interest from Chesterton pupils.
During schools hours we held taster sessions for both bboy Foundation and Body Conditioning.
Overall from years seven to ten, 150 pupils opted to participate in these sessions. We gave them the
opportunity to step out of their comfort zone and get involved in something new. After the taster
sessions regular after school sessions were held free of charge to all Chesterton pupils. The extra
curricular sessions gave pupils the opportunity to create new friendships as well as giving them

something positive to commit to. Originally our studio was based on Histon Road meaning that we
were in Chesterton's catchment area giving pupils an opportunity to get involved with our studio and
produce connections with it. We unexpectedly had to relocate studios resulting in pupils focusing on
connecting with the organisation more than the space. In turn this satellite work gave pupils a stronger
connection to SIN Cru making the move a positive event.
Throughout the project we held bboy foundation, body conditioning and yoga classes allowing
participants to enhance their fitness and increase their technical ability. As the sessions worked
towards an end of project performance, pupils also had an insight into working with a company and
different assortments of ages and personalities giving them the opportunity to practice their social
skills. We had 23 participants that attended the after school sessions 12 of which got involved in the
end of project performance displaying true commitment and a boost in confidence. Sonic Pi was
another group that we developed connections with; a Chesterton group that specialized in producing
music through Sonic Pi software. We met with 16 of them on a couple of occasions to brainstorm
ideas, giving them something to work towards and offering them a way of sharing what they do with a
larger audience. 4 pupils attended the extra curricular show rehearsals to meet the rest of the cast and
get an insight into what and who they'd be performing with.
Whilst running the project we began leading sessions at Arbury Primary School, as an
automatic feeder school to Chesterton. As a high percentage of Arbury pupils would attend Chesterton
after finishing primary school our sessions offered them some familiarity and the ability to meet and
socialize with existing Chesterton pupils.
As well as a new commitment and exploring unfamiliar territory Respect Myself offered pupils
the opportunity to complete an Arts Award. Arts Awards is a scheme that through a series of
challenges and research methods awards you with a qualification. This qualification can be applicable
on a CV enhancing employability factors providing the pupil with a chance to develop cognitive skills
and something that makes their CV unique. Five Respect Myself participants completed their Arts
Awards and were rewarded with a pass at the end of the scheme. Without Respect Myself informing
and aiding pupils of this scheme it's unlikely that the scheme would have been recognized or followed
through. For the final Respect Myself project performance where works-in-progress stages of
participant's Arts Awards were displayed and presented, one of SIN Cru's professional artists from
London came with some of his pupils. His pupils also performed, giving Respect Myself participants
something new to watch and new people to meet, providing them with further connections. As a result
of this, after the project some Respect Myself participants travelled to London to meet up with the
London group and get involved in other workshops.

Impacts
As a result of the Respect Myself project it's clear that a strong alliance has been formed and remains
between SIN Cru and Chesterton. SIN Cru have three pupils from the project that continue to get
involved in current projects and events displaying a clear increase in technical ability and confidence.
For a couple of the participants English was not their first language and communication appeared to
be quite a struggle. The Respect Myself project allowed them to use dance as a common ground to
develop new friendships and improve on communication skills. There has definitely been a vast
increase in self-esteem, fitness and technical ability displayed by the pupils that continued to get
involved with SIN Cru once Respect Myself concluded.
Not only have pupils continued to get involved, SIN Cru and Chesterton are still working
together and hold a good relationship. We are still teaching Yoga classes for people that were involved
at the time of Respect Myself and for new participants. One of the Chesterton teacher liasons is
currently a part of the SIN Cru board and gets involved in most events and projects keeping the bond
positive and strong.
For the volunteers the Respect Myself project offered a vast amount of opportunities in the
short and long term. Having the responsibility to organize projects, paperwork and events was
something that required immense focus and planning. Initially it was difficult but once the project was
progressing forward organisation skills started to occur naturally. It also offered volunteers great
experience and an extra to add onto their CVs.
Respect Myself also offered a Stress Management session that taught different ways to relieve
stress and deal with stressful situations. The course offered insight into how to approach negative
situations and make them positive and stress free. We were able to relate what was learnt in the
course back to our teaching and the overall production of the project relaying new information to
pupils. In turn pupils were learning more than first acknowledged allowing that knowledge to become
transferable to their own lives, whether it be home life or school life. One of the pupils was offered a
place at Long Road following the project.

Details of the evidence that has been gathered that enabled the monitoring and
evaluation of the outcomes and impact
•

examples of session registers to monitor the ebb and flow of attendance

•

the Respect Myself reflection video edit can be found here: https://youtu.be/_-SI3ZoNlYI

•

project graffiti wall for participants to constantly share their thoughts and comments

•

samples of Respect Myself Instagram posts to chart progress and publicly share our activity
updates

• actions from meetings, choreographic notations, and show prep

•

the following pages are some of the course overviews and lesson plans which were updated
each week as an ongoing progress evaluation to ensure that we maintained a relevant level of
challenge

Course Overview
Artist: RascElle
Date: 03-06-15 – 01-07-15

Lesson: Chesterton Community College Foundation

Class:
Ability range:
Topic/ main activity: Set a piece for the
Scheme of Learning sequence:
summer show
Outreach Beginners
5weeks
Overview of group (inc. SEN, cognitive ability range, exam targets, tier, key focus cohort? etc) New peoples who
take part in the classes are expected to work at a lower level than in house foundation but are likely to improve faster.
Learning objective (By the end of the course students will be able to…) To show a clear understanding of the dance
form and be involved in the summer show.
Course Outcomes:
• All students will show clear improvement
• Most will perform in the summer show
• Some will continue after the summer show
Department teaching and learning focus:
Engagement and performance
Course activities/ learning episodes with timings where appropriate:
STARTER (introduction to learning)
Meet and greet (discuss Respect myself project, Weds classes, summer show, injuries)
DEVELOPMENT STATES (to include regular reviews of learning and progress and reference to assessment criteria/
levels etc)
Mobilisation (head, sunglasses on, stretch back, suncream, wrists, shorts, walk around, stretch, swimming, jump, shake, walk
other way, dry yourself, treading water, shake out)
Tops (tops, double bounce, rotate 4 corners, choreography: walk in figure of eight, 3 walls, jumps to front, x2 plain, x2 arms
raised, x2 arms thighs)
Drop – step left leg behind, spin down, slide back on bum, jump up
Dynamic (groin pivot, 1 top, dummy, sumo shimming, grab lunge, straighten, side lunge, cow pose, twist, knees, scissor baby,
arm, head, jump to footwork pos, happy baby, figure 4 leg stretch, lower, jazz split, pinwheel, step over Achilles stretch, kick into
smash, repeat on other side)
Choreography: week 1: step behind, spin, slide on bum, half coffee grinder, straighten left leg, sliding on right knee, push back
on same foot, wrap, jump out and up) get them to go over it in groups
Choreography: week 2: tops (tops, 4 shoulder shrug, walk to right 4, figure of 8, figure of eight, left knee down to right 4 counts,
look to front for 2, nod for 2, right leg crossed 2, step out drag in, right leg, hop back with right leg up, 4 walls, right leg third
wall, hop round to front)
Choreography: week 3: Walks. 4counts forward, 4 counts small angel drop, 4 counts R, 4 counts jump, 4 counts back, 4 counts
back drop, 4 counts R, 4 counts jump, 4 counts back, 4 counts jump, 4 counts L, 4 counts wrap, 4 counts forward, 4 counts jump.
Choreography: week 4: Lara’s section travelling in around a partner and going over all other sections
Choreography week 5: step behind, spin, slide on bum, half coffee grinder, straighten left leg, sliding on right knee, push back on
same foot, wrap, jump out and up (see book for counts)
Work on something for the circle
Circle

PLENARY:
Cool down
FINAL PLENARY (Reflection on learning)
Congratulations for achievements, all to feel good and happy
Key specialist vocabulary relevant to this lesson: Relevant terminology –
dynamic stretch, scissor baby, coffee grinder, pinwheel
Copies to: 1) lead artist; 2) demonstrator/ teaching assistant; 3)
Lucy Crowe AD

Particular Attitude to Learning
addressed in this lesson: FUN
Risk assessment, if appropriate:
Check space

Lesson plan
Artist: RascElle
Date: 03-06-15

Lesson: Chesterton Community College Foundation

Class:
Ability range:
Topic/ main activity: Recruit members for the Lesson (in Scheme of Learning
after school club
Outreach Beginners
sequence): 1/5
Overview of group (inc. SEN, cognitive ability range, exam targets, tier, key focus cohort? etc) New peoples who
take part in the classes are expected to work at a lower level than in house foundation but are likely to improve faster.
A mixed gender should take part so need to be aware of who to put into groups.
Learning objective (By the end of the lesson/s students will be able to…) To show a clear understanding of the
dance form and be able to perform the dynamic.
Lesson Outcomes:
• All students will be able to do mobilisation
• Most will be able to do the choreography
• Some will be able to remember it by themselves
Department teaching and learning focus:
Get them engaged and involved in the summer show
Lesson activities/ learning episodes with timings where appropriate:
STARTER (introduction to learning)
Meet and greet (discuss Respect myself project, Weds classes, summer show, injuries – 15mins
DEVELOPMENT STATES (to include regular reviews of learning and progress and reference to assessment criteria/
levels etc)
Mobilisation (head, sunglasses on, stretch back, suncream, wrists, shorts, walk around, stretch, swimming, jump,
shake, walk other way, dry yourself, treading water, shake out) – 3mins
123 game (1.knee drop 2. Right leg crossed 3. Standing pose) – 3mins
Tops (tops, double bounce, rotate 4 corners)- 5mins
Drop – step left leg behind, spin down, slide back on bum, jump up – 2mins
Dynamic incorporating technique (pinwheel, scissor baby, dummy)– 10mins
Choreography (step behind, spin, slide on bum, half coffee grinder, straighten left leg, sliding on right knee, push
back on same foot, wrap, jump out and up) get them to go over it in groups– 20mins
Work on something for the circle – 3mins
Circle -9mins
PLENARY:
Cool down (right names on list) – 5mins
FINAL PLENARY (Reflection on learning)
Congratulations for achievements, all to feel good and happy
Particular Attitude to Learning
Key specialist vocabulary relevant to this lesson: Relevant
addressed in this lesson: FUN
terminology – dynamic stretch, scissor baby, coffee
grinder, pinwheel
Risk assessment, if appropriate:
Copies to: 1) lead artist; 2) demonstrator/ teaching
Check space
assistant; 3) Lucy Crowe AD

Lesson plan
Artist: RascElle
Date: 10-06-15

Lesson: Chesterton Community College Foundation

Class:
Ability range:
Topic/ main activity: Work towards the
Lesson (in Scheme of Learning
summer show
Outreach Beginners
sequence): 2/5
Overview of group (inc. SEN, cognitive ability range, exam targets, tier, key focus cohort? Etc) Beginners that have
attended one session before, years 7/8.
Learning objective (By the end of the lesson/s students will be able to…) To have remembered and polished of the
choreography from last week.
Lesson Outcomes:
• All students will be able to do the choreography from last session
• Most will be able to do a scissor baby
• Some will be able to remember it by themselves
Department teaching and learning focus:
Get them engaged and involved in the summer show
Lesson activities/ learning episodes with timings where appropriate:
STARTER (introduction to learning)
Meet and greet (injuries) – 5mins
DEVELOPMENT STATES (to include regular reviews of learning and progress and reference to assessment criteria/
levels etc)
Mobilisation (shoulder shrugs, shoulder roles, arm circles, bending knees pushing hands outwards, straighten legs and
roll up, repeat, heel toe, step out, leg circles, hip circles, reach over head, bounce up, jump legs together, heads
looking, wrist movements, shake out) – 3mins
123 game (1.knee drop 2. Right leg crossed 3. Standing pose) – 3mins
Tops (tops, 4 shoulder shrug, walk to right 4, figure of 8, figure of eight, left knee down to right 4 counts, right leg
crossed 2, step out drag in, right leg, 4 walls, right leg third wall, hop round to front)- 5mins
Drop – step left leg behind, spin down, slide back on bum, jump up – 2mins
Dynamic incorporating technique (pinwheel, scissor baby, dummy)– 10mins
Choreography (step behind, spin, slide on bum, half coffee grinder, straighten left leg, sliding on right knee, push
back on same foot, wrap, jump out and up) get them to go over it in groups– 20mins
Work on something for the circle – 3mins
Circle -9mins
PLENARY:
Cool down (right names on list) – 5mins
FINAL PLENARY (Reflection on learning)
Congratulations for achievements, all to feel good and happy
Particular Attitude to Learning addressed
Key specialist vocabulary relevant to this lesson: Relevant
in this lesson: FUN
terminology – dynamic stretch, scissor baby, coffee
grinder, pinwheel
Risk assessment, if appropriate:
Copies to: 1) lead artist; 2) demonstrator/ teaching
Check space
assistant; 3) Lucy Crowe AD

Lesson plan
Artist: RascElle
Date: 17-06-15

Lesson: Chesterton Community College Foundation

Class:
Ability range:
Topic/ main activity: Work towards the
Lesson (in Scheme of Learning
summer show
Outreach Beginners
sequence): 3/5
Overview of group (inc. SEN, cognitive ability range, exam targets, tier, key focus cohort? Etc) Beginners- some
that have started to understand bBoyin others that have still only have one session.
Learning objective (By the end of the lesson/s students will be able to…) To be able to remember a new piece of
choreography.
Lesson Outcomes:
• All students will be able to do the choreography from last session
• Most will be confident to do it by themselves
• Some will be able to travel with movement
Department teaching and learning focus:
Get them engaged and involved in the summer show
Lesson activities/ learning episodes with timings where appropriate:
STARTER (introduction to learning)
Meet and greet (injuries) – 5mins
DEVELOPMENT STATES (to include regular reviews of learning and progress and reference to assessment criteria/
levels etc)
Mobilisation (shoulder shrugs, shoulder roles, arm circles, bending knees pushing hands outwards, straighten legs and
roll up, repeat, heel toe, step out, leg circles, hip circles, reach over head, bounce up, jump legs together, heads
looking, wrist movements, shake out) – 3mins
3 drops (small angle, back drop, wrap) - 5mins
Set the walk with jumps and drops – 15mins
Tops (tops, 4 shoulder shrug, walk to right 4, figure of 8, figure of eight, left knee down to right 4 counts, right leg
crossed 2, step out drag in, right leg, 4 walls, right leg third wall, hop round to front)- 3mins
Dynamic incorporating technique (pinwheel, scissor baby, dummy)– 10mins
Choreography (step behind, spin, slide on bum, half coffee grinder, straighten left leg, sliding on right knee, push
back on same foot, wrap, jump out and up) get them to go over it iin pairs circling– 5mins
Run everything together -9mins
PLENARY:
Cool down (right names on list) – 5mins
Film to evalutation– 5mins

FINAL PLENARY (Reflection on learning)
Congratulations for achievements, all to feel good and happy
Particular Attitude to Learning
Key specialist vocabulary relevant to this lesson: Relevant
addressed in this lesson: FUN
terminology – dynamic stretch, scissor baby, coffee
grinder, pinwheel
Risk assessment, if appropriate:
Copies to: 1) lead artist; 2) demonstrator/ teaching
Check space
assistant; 3) Lucy Crowe AD

Lesson plan
Artist: RascElle
Date: 24-06-15

Lesson: Chesterton Community College Foundation

Class:
Ability range:
Topic/ main activity: Work
Lesson (in Scheme of Learning
towards the summer show
Outreach
Beginners
sequence): 4/5
Overview of group (inc. SEN, cognitive ability range, exam targets, tier, key focus cohort? Etc) Beginners- some
that have started to understand bBoyin others that have still only have one session.
Learning objective (By the end of the lesson/s students will be able to…) To start to set the choreography and teach
the new people the new sections of choreography.
Lesson Outcomes:
• All students will be able to do previously taught choreography
• Most will be able to do it to the correct counts
• Some will be individually accurate
Department teaching and learning focus:
Get them engaged and involved in the summer show
Lesson activities/ learning episodes with timings where appropriate:
STARTER (introduction to learning)
Meet and greet (injuries) – 5mins
DEVELOPMENT STATES (to include regular reviews of learning and progress and reference to assessment criteria/
levels etc)
Mobilisation (shoulder shrugs, shoulder roles, arm circles, bending knees pushing hands outwards, straighten legs
and roll up, repeat, heel toe, step out, leg circles, hip circles, reach over head, bounce up, jump legs together, heads
looking, wrist movements, shake out) – 3mins
3 drops (small angle, back drop, wrap) - 5mins
Set the walk with jumps and drops – 15mins
Tops (tops, 4 shoulder shrug, walk to right 4, figure of 8, figure of eight, left knee down to right 4 counts, right leg
crossed 2, step out drag in, right leg, 4 walls, right leg third wall, hop round to front)- 3mins
Dynamic incorporating technique (pinwheel, scissor baby, dummy)– 10mins
Choreography (step behind, spin, slide on bum, half coffee grinder, straighten left leg, sliding on right knee, push
back on same foot, wrap, jump out and up) get them to go over it iin pairs circling– 5mins
Run everything together -9mins
PLENARY:
Cool down (right names on list) – 5mins
Film to evaluation– 5mins

FINAL PLENARY (Reflection on learning)
Congratulations for achievements, all to feel good and happy
Particular Attitude to Learning
Key specialist vocabulary relevant to this lesson: Relevant
addressed in this lesson: FUN
terminology – dynamic stretch, scissor baby, coffee
grinder, pinwheel
Risk assessment, if appropriate:
Copies to: 1) lead artist; 2) demonstrator/ teaching
Check space
assistant; 3) Lucy Crowe AD

Lesson plan
Artist: RascElle
Date: 01-07-15

Lesson: Chesterton Community College Foundation

Class:
Ability range:
Topic/ main activity: Work towards
Lesson (in Scheme of Learning
the summer show
Outreach Beginners
sequence): 5/5
Overview of group (inc. SEN, cognitive ability range, exam targets, tier, key focus cohort? Etc) Beginners- some
that have started to understand bBoyin others that have still only have one session.
Learning objective (By the end of the lesson/s students will be able to…) To get everybody accurately performing
the choreography to the music.
Lesson Outcomes:
• All students will be able to perform to the correct counts
• Most will not need reminding of the choreography
• Some will be get the new phrase easily
Department teaching and learning focus:
Get them engaged and involved in the summer show
Lesson activities/ learning episodes with timings where appropriate:
STARTER (introduction to learning)
Meet and greet (injuries) – 5mins
DEVELOPMENT STATES (to include regular reviews of learning and progress and reference to assessment criteria/
levels etc)
Mobilisation (shoulder shrugs, shoulder roles, arm circles, bending knees pushing hands outwards, straighten legs
and roll up, repeat, heel toe, step out, leg circles, hip circles, reach over head, bounce up, jump legs together, heads
looking, wrist movements, shake out) – 3mins
Walks - 5mins
Tops (tops, 4 shoulder shrug, walk to right 4, figure of 8, figure of eight, left knee down to right 4 counts, right leg
crossed 2, step out drag in, right leg, 4 walls, right leg third wall, hop round to front)- 3mins
Dynamic incorporating technique (pinwheel, scissor baby, dummy)– 10mins
New section (knees to feet, scissor baby, R leg cow, jazz split, drag back on bum, stretch forward, drag back onto
bum, step, pinwheel infront, pinwheel behind, knee, walk) -15mins
Choreography (step behind, spin, slide on bum, half coffee grinder, straighten left leg, sliding on right knee, push
back on same foot, wrap, jump out and up) get them to go over it in pairs circling– 5mins
Run everything together -9mins
PLENARY:
Cool down (right names on list) – 5mins
Film to evaluation– 5mins

FINAL PLENARY (Reflection on learning)
Congratulations for achievements, all to feel good and happy
Particular Attitude to Learning
Key specialist vocabulary relevant to this lesson: Relevant
addressed in this lesson: FUN
terminology – dynamic stretch, scissor baby, coffee
grinder, pinwheel
Risk assessment, if appropriate:
Copies to: 1) lead artist; 2) demonstrator/ teaching
Check space
assistant; 3) Lucy Crowe AD

How children and young people have been involved in the monitoring and evaluation of
project outcomes and impact

All the young people involved in the Respect Myself project have had an input into the evaluation of
it's outcomes and impact, and the young volunteers and the young project worker were responsible for
it's monitoring, and evidence gathering. This youth led approach proved to be more productive than
previous models where the organisation's managers and directors would handle activity monitoring,
because the youth led approach relied on the young people having a well rounded understanding of the
project's aims and objectives. This made them more vocal, feel a greater sense of ownership over the
programme and investment into its success. This meant that the monitoring activity became a
valuable source of discussion and evaluation. The project action plan was a very useful tool to
remind the young people of what needed to be completed by when, and importantly why. Having a
clear and basic timeline from the start to the end of the project allowed the young people to see why
deadlines are in place and the repercussions of missing them. This meant that during tricky periods
when time management wasn't at its strongest, the young people had to consider 'urgent' v 'important'
in reorganising the schedule as a team, to help everyone get back on task.
As workshop assistants, members of the young volunteer team maintained the session registers
to monitor the ebb and flow of attendance. They also helped create the course overviews, and update
lesson plans on a weekly basis. To do this effectively, they needed to monitor the progress of the
course participants in order to feedback to the lead artists with their views on how the course could
develop. The workshop assistants were also responsible for collecting in equal opportunity forms and
members details from participants. On realising how much paperwork one project can generate, one
of the young volunteers designed a Data Collection form which consolidates all important participant
data for statistics and evaluation. The form is now being used across all of SIN Cru's current
activities, and we are working our way through moving historical data on to it too. This is allowing
us to dispose of a lot of old paper work and makes our filing system swifter, saving time, space, and
trees. The young project worker and members of the young volunteer team worked with iPads to
gather video footage during the project. This included some project choreography and vox pops with
participants to reflect on individual progress as well the direction of the project. They also organised
a graffiti wall for constant comments during the intense end of project show rehearsals, and arranged
for parents to bake for a cake sale at the end of project showcase.

•

Completed new data collection form as designed by one of the young volunteers

Data collection form to be completed at the end of the project by tutor
Project/ course: RESPECT MYSELF – Foundation Class| Chesterton
Term: SUMMER 2015
Number of participants in total: 12
Number of forms completed: 12

(4 of which were incomplete)

Result in percentage:

Attendance
Fill in total number of sessions, line
out remainder if under 10

1/08

2/08 3/08

4/08 5/08 6/08

7/08

8/08

How many people attended as their total

2

0

3

0

1

2

1

3

Result in percentage

17

0

25

0

8

17

8

25

Age – write all the different ages from 12
youngest to highest

13

15

How many participants of each age

3

7

2

Result in percentage

25

58

17

Gender

male

female

How many participants of each
gender

2

10

Result in percentage

25

83

Disabilities

Number who regard themselves as disabled

Number who are registered as disabled

0

0

Result in percentage

0%

0%

Ethnicity

no. %

Asian groups

British

1

8

9/_ _

10/_ _

transgender

no.

%

Black groups British

Bangladeshi

African

Chinese

Caribbean

Indian

Other

Pakistani
White groups

Other

1

8

British

8

67

European

1

8

Irish

1

8

Other

1

8

Postcode – please enter all postcodes

CB4

How many participants at each postcode

8

Result in percentage

67

Other groups

Any other ethnic group, please specify if the participants have

Next steps that will be taken to build upon the work of this
SIN Cru and Chesterton Community College are continuing to work in conjunction with each other
keeping the relationship strong. We were able to benefit from the connection with the college by
receiving a reduced rate for hall hire at Brownsfield Community Centre for the extended delivery of
the Respect Myself Arts Award strand. The Artistic Director of SIN Cru is currently teaching regular
yoga classes at the school whilst Sue Spencer, who was a member of Chesterton staff and became our
main school liaison contact, has since joined SIN Cru's Board of Trustees, keeping the connection
fresh. We are continuing to train some of the students that came to us through the Respect Myself
project to a higher level, keeping them thoroughly engaged with both their new commitment and the
crew. One Chesterton pupil who was brand new to our activities at the start of the Respect Myself
project has taken part in every project and activity we have run since. His enthusiasm and focus
recently won him a place on a masterclass with visiting professional hip hop theatre company, Avant
Garde. Several male participants from the Respect Myself project who we now see on a regular basis,
have expressed an interest in joining our youth crew, the JNR Sinstars. This is a very big
commitment and shows fantastic development and great determination for boys in dance, who are still
the minority in the field.
There is still a reluctance for new members to approach unfamiliar venues in order to join our
activities, and we have struggled since Respect Myself with the extortionate costs of hall hire to be
able to run ongoing activities, as feedback from members and their parents suggest they would like.
On reflection of the Respect Myself project, we feel that the partnership with Chesterton produced a
very useful model for producing projects in partnership and we are now at the early stages of
discussions for a new partner project to start in the autumn with a local primary school.
•

screen shot from Chesterton Community College's Facebook

Arts Award Legacy
We are all extremely proud of the Respect Myself participants who put in the extra time and effort to
work towards their Arts Award portfolios. From all of the young people who started the scheme, a
total of five of them committed to it and completed their arts projects. Two were submitted and
assessed for the nationally recognised Bronze award, and three for the Silver. They all passed in
April 2016 :-)
For excerpts of their completed portfolios, please see the following links:
Bronze - part D Arts Skill Share by Reecently https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXFwJQBJdwU
Silver – Fly Cai and Szymonster https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4rGFLUbLfo
Silver – Unit 1/ Parts A&B by Szymonster https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tC2cIDt4uk
Silver – Unit 1/ Part C by Szymonster https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFmgAXXgSp8
Silver – Unit 1/ Part D by Chi Boogie https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOO1YxudJi4
Silver – Unit 1/ Part D by Fly Cai https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLfxVRpiDkw
Silver – Unit 1/ Part D by Szymonster https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GZChsjSplc

